IN A DIFFERENT WAY, BUT JUST AS SMART. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
With his 1983 book Frames of Mind 1, in which he set out his “Theory of Multiple Intelligences”,
Howard Gardner created a stir among psychologists engaged in the study of human
intelligence: his theory contradicted the idea that intelligence was unique and he moved away
from the psychometric perspective that had prevailed until that time. He argued that there are
many ways of being intelligent and that everyone can develop all intelligences to an adequate
level of competence. This new concept of intelligence was, however, very well received in the
field of education.
Gardner wrote of eight intelligences. As shown in Table 1, these were: linguistic intelligence,
logical-mathematical intelligence, musical intelligence, bodily-kinaesthetic intelligence, visualspatial intelligence, naturalistic intelligence, intrapersonal intelligence and interpersonal
intelligence. These intelligences are independent although they do interact with each other.
He also speaks of a unique profile of intelligence: for Gardner, there are not two people - not
even identical twins - who possess exactly the same profile of intelligences. This already
suggests diversity to us. Neuroscience also confirms this idea when it tells us that our brains
are unique and unrepeatable.
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PROFESSIONS: economists, engineers, computer scientists, scientists
FAMOUS PEOPLE: Marie Curie, Einstein
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PROFESSIONS: filmmakers, designers, architects
FAMOUS PEOPLE: Frida Kalho, Pilar Miró, Gaudí, Almodovar, Carolina Herrera
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PROFESSIONS: composers, musicians, singers
FAMOUS PEOPLE: Edith Piaf, Maria Callas, Mozart, Madonna
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PROFESSIONS: sportspeople, dancers, actors, sculptors, surgeons
FAMOUS PEOPLE: Coco Chanel, Pau Gasol, Carolina Marín
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PROFESSIONS: vets, doctors, sociologists, biologists
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PROFESSIONS: therapists, philosophers
FAMOUS PEOPLE: Mother Teresa of Calcutta, Simone de Beauvoir, Gandhi
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PROFESSIONS: teachers, psychologists, leaders
FAMOUS PEOPLE: Cleopatra, Malala Yousafzai
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Table 1. Chart showing multiple intelligences, compiled from different sources. Illustrations by Serafina
Balasch.
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In his 1999 book "Intelligence Reframed. Multiple Intelligences for the 21st Century” , Howard Gardner
redefined intelligence as "a biopsychological potential to process information that can be activated in a
cultural setting to solve problems or create products that are of value in a culture. This modest change
in framing is important because it indicates that intelligences are not something that can be seen or
counted: they are potential - presumably neural - that are activated (or not) depending on the values of
a culture and the decisions made by each person and/or his or her family, teachers or other persons".
And on the basis of this definition, we will be answering the following questions.
What therefore does it mean to be intelligent? What pedagogical implications does the theory of
multiple intelligences have in the classroom? How do they relate to inclusive education?
The first big learning is that we are all intelligent and therefore we all have something to contribute,
something to teach, some way in which we can help. We all have strengths. This is important because it
involves a paradigm shift in which we move from a deficit-based paradigm, focused on what children
don’t know how to do, focused on the subject’s difficulties and problems with learning towards a
paradigm of growth, which values and takes advantage of strengths and capacities in order to reinforce
them - a paradigm that always talks about how to improve. By moving away from a psychometric
approach that measures intelligence, intelligence is democratised: we are all intelligent. And intelligence
is not used as a differentiating and segregating factor.
There are different ways of being intelligent and therefore different ways of learning. In Table 1 we saw
how people learn by focusing on their dominant intelligence. Do you remember when you were a
student and were asked a question in the exam and you were able to visualise the page of the book or
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your notes and remember the information? Have you ever associated a song with a particular subject
you were studying? Had a physical experience that brought you closer to the content?
Yet the theory of multiple intelligences also posits a change in methodology centred on the use of active
and contextualised methods that encourage the solving of problems and challenges and the creation of
products that are of value to a culture. It therefore goes in partnership with the competence-based
development we referred to above. Key competences and multiple intelligences are both characterised
by their multi-dimensionality, dynamism and integrated nature. An intelligent subject is an active
subject who participates, shares and builds knowledge.
How do I apply this in the classroom? Educational initiatives.
Working with multiple intelligences in the classroom involves looking at personalising learning and
multi-level teaching - in other words, a form of teaching that advocates an inclusive response in the
classroom, so that all students learn the same content with the necessary adjustments. This proposition
is based on Bloom’s Taxonomy, which encourages the development of activities at different levels of
complexity to allow all students to take part. It also, however, advocates a change in assessment.
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Collicot (2000) says that teachers must tackle the task of restructuring their teaching practice in order
to involve all students in classroom activities, so that they are not only physically present but also taking
part and progressing.
Working with multiple intelligences in the classroom also involves ensuring our programming takes
4

account of Universal Design for Learning , which itself considers representation networks as well as
expression networks. The former are based on the idea that there are different ways of perceiving and
understanding information whereas the second is more closely related to the way in which information
is presented and expressed.
To learn more about the education proposals made on this topic, you’ll find supplementary information
about interactive online training on our competition website.
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